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GUITAR AUCTION
FOR ABC & TASK
BRASIL TRUST

Jimmy Page, one of the world's leading rock
guitarists and main donor of Task Brasil Trust,
made his first visit to Casa Jimmy in January
this year.
Legendary heavy-metal band, Iron Maiden, are
to be part of a Task Brasil and ABC Trust rock
auction. At a Rock in Rio press conference on
17th January, members of the highly successful
British band presented Jimmy Page with a
Fender Guitar, which will be auctioned in aid of
the charities.
Staff and children felt moved by how
approachable and modest Jimmy was, given
that the home owes its existence to him.As he
posed for photographs in front of the Casa
Jimmy plaque, a large smile expressed his
satisfaction with all that had been achieved with
the money he has donated. Jimmy displayed
sheer delight in playing with the children and
returned two days later to extend his visit.
This was a long-awaited and most special event
for all at Task Brasil, and one which each of us
will never forget.

Nathalie that Iron Maiden became aware of the
terrible situation of the street children in Brazil
and decided they could do more to help.
Rod MacSween, Jimmy’s agent also paid a visit
to Casa Jimmy as he was in Rio for Neil Young
and other bands. Back in London a donation of
US$5,000 was made by his company, ITB
Leading Music Agency and Concert Promoter.

TOASTS FOR CASA JIMMY
American on Line (AOL) and
Arremate.com have kindly designed
the bidding site on the web and the
online display so as to attract the
highest value possible for the guitar. Those keen
on bidding can do so by visiting either
http://guitar.arremate.com.br/
or
www.rockinrio.arremate.com

Last November, Mrs Irene Cowling, wife of the
British Consul General, kindly hosted a cocktail
party at her residence in Rio. Supporters and
companies were invited to celebrate the work of
Task Brasil and the two-year anniversary of
Casa Jimmy. Capt. Roger Turner spoke about
the work and progress of Task Brasil’s
projects.His warm words of praise informed and
inspired all those attending.
As a result of the reception many companies
have pledged support:

JIMMY PAGE SILK SCREEN PRINTS
Task Brasil Trust and ABC Trust are delighted
to announce the sale of 300 limited edition silkscreen prints featuring the legendary guitarist
Jimmy Page. All individually signed by Jimmy
Page himself and international artist Sandra
Lawrence, these beautiful prints are fine works
of art and valuable collectors’ items.
For those interested
each print is selling
for £500 with the
proceeds
being
shared by both
charities. Prints are
selling fast and it is
only a matter of time
before they run out!
Visit: ‘www.abctrust.org.uk or
www.taskbrasil.org.uk

www.britishairways.co.uk

The guitar, sure to be highly sought after by
fans, will be auctioned at the Rock in Rio Café
www.rockinriocafe.com.br by the Public
Auctioneer
De
Paula
Leiloeiro
www.depaula.lel.br
The Rock in Rio Cafe have
kindly agreed that the bidding for
the guitar, will close as the
Harley Davidson new mega rock
band is launched by Warner on 14th March at
the Rock in Rio in Brazil. In addition, part of the
proceeds from the night will go to ABC and
Task Brasil Trusts.
Nathalie Dufresne-Smith, wife of Iron Maiden
guitarist Adrian Smith, visited Casa Jimmy
during a trip to attend the Rock in Rio
festival.Nathalie, together with Emily Cash who
was also in Rio for the occasion, have been a
terrific support to Task Brasil.Both organised
the celebrity rock jam Scream, one of the most
successful fund-raising events ever in aid of
Task Brasil and ABC Trusts. It was through

Emilio Gabbrielli, President of Thames Water,
agreed to assist us with extending the children’s
bathroom and improvements to the kitchen at
Casa Jimmy to the value of R$10,000 (approx.
£3,500). We received R$ 5,000 (approx. £1,785)
from the Regional Director of Rolls Royce,
Michael Boden, for the purchase of a
professional washing machine and essential
items to facilitate our staff’s work with the
children. Robert Press and Roberto Duha,
General Manager of GKN Westland
Helicopters, pledged R$ 400 (approx. £150)
towards the cost of a clock-in register.Other
companies also attending the reception were
Enterprise Oil who supplied much needed
materials for Casa Jimmy, Shell who could offer
technical support for training and existing
supporters, Mark Sharp from Willis Coroon
who gives us the best insurance deals and
advice, British Airways and Maiko from
Ramatis who donates monthly many necessary
items for Casa Jimmy such as food, cleaning
material, etc.

It costs nearly £100,000 a year to run Task Brasil Trust projects. We very much
need your help to secure the future of all programs which we currently run
ALL DONATIONS ARE GRATEFULLY RECEIVED

www.cguseguros.com.br
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Finally, we were introduced to the major donor
of the evening, Mr. Rob Wheeler, Vice
President and Chief Executive Officer of CGU
Insurance. Their donation will enable Task
Brasil to purchase the plot of land next door to
Casa Jimmy and pay towards Project Daiana
running costs.
We would like to take this opportunity to
express our immense gratitude to Mrs Irene
Cowling and British Consul General, Mr Geoff
Cowling, for their superb hospitality and to
Capt Roger Turner. The evening enabled Task
Brasil to be introduced to companies who have
provided much needed financial help.
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infiltration problems, the kitchen has been
extended, safety nets have been placed in all
windows and a new toilette/shower room for
employees has been fitted. Reuters has also
sponsored t-shirts for Project Daiana’s staff.
The dedication of Brad Hanson, Antonio
Guedes and Adrian Owen, all from Reuters, has
been of terrific benefit to Casa Jimmy.
Tamires with

help to catch up with her classes. Her brothers
are also doing extremely well and are bright,
intelligent boys.

CASSIANO, 6 AND WANDERSON, 4

WHO IS BEHIND THE SCENES?
Johnnie Allan from Sanctuary Music, Tour
Production Manager for Iron Maiden, first
introduced the artist Sandra Lawrence to the
support that Jimmy Page has given to Task
Brasil and ABC Trusts.Johnnie also made the
donation of Iron Maiden's guitar possible and
was an indispensable asset behind the scenes at
SCREAM.

NITIN SAWHNEY visits CASA JIMMY
Award winning Anglo-Indian musician, Nitin
Sawhney, accompanied by Anglo-Brazilian
songwriter and singer, Nina Miranda, visited
Casa Jimmy to film footage for the video that is
to accompany his latest album 'Prophecy'.Nitin
is travelling the world with several Brazilian
musicians to record material for an album
based on a world vision for the future. Nitin
talked to the children and filmed Task Brasil's
work in order to illustrate the promise of a
brighter future for Brazil's street children.

EDUCATIONAL PROJECT
Rafael and Michael, who received a scholarship
to study in the UK in 1996, have excelled
academically since returning to Brazil.
Unfortunately, in the last newsletter we
misinformed you in that Rafael would complete
the equivalent of his A Levels in December
2000 at the Escola Futuro in São Paulo. He is in
fact graduating this year. Lenice Mancini, with
her great heart and dedication has once again
this year sponsored the boys' enrolment fees. In
our last newsletter the appeal for Michael's fees
for 2001 raised £70, this was apart from
confirmed sponsorship from British Airways.
We are now hoping that Rafael’s last year of
education can be sponsored too. Please
contact us if you can help in any way!

REFURBISH
Thanks to a US$ 5,000 donation from Reuters
Foundation to be used for refurbishment, Casa
Jimmy had been able to resolve water

www.foundation.reuters.com
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On 3rd December Casa Jimmy was invited to
join Reuters staff Christmas party. Our children
and adolescents thoroughly enjoyed the
occasion.

NEWS FROM CASA JIMMY
On the 31st January 2001, 16 children, 3
pregnant girls and 2 mothers with their babies
were being cared for at Casa Jimmy. On its
second anniversary almost 200 children and
adolescents and their babies have been cared
for at Casa Jimmy, most of whom have been
reunited with their families.

Since November 2000, Casa Jimmy has been
housing 16 children despite having a maximum
capacity for only 15 aged 1 to 6. The reason
being is that Cassiano, who stayed in the house
in early 2000 and subsequently returned to live
with his family, was unfortunately then found
back on the streets. His brother, Wanderson was
also at Casa Jimmy when Cassiano was brought
back into our care. Although the family have a
very strong bond with the boys they have not
managed to survive away from the streets.
Unsuccessful reintegration is one of the rare
situations in which Casa Jimmy will care for
children over its capacity.

NEW BORN
BABY AT
CASA JIMMY
Early
in
December,
Eliane gave
birth to Pedro
Henrique.He is
a very happy
and healthy boy
with lots hair.
Eliane, who is
just sixteen years old, left her home in Iraja, one
of Rio’s shanty towns due to family
conflicts.She lived on the streets and became
involved with drug dealers working in the area.
After being taken into Casa Jimmy, Eliane
received pre-natal treatment and attempts have
been made to acquire her birth certificate so
that she can receive help.Contact has been
made with family members to try and resolve
the problems that caused Eliane to leave home.
For now both mother and baby are happy at
Casa Jimmy, Elaine is a very caring and loving
mother who is learning how to create a new and
better life for her baby.

TAMIRES
We are very pleased to report that Tamires is
doing really well after her heart operation.
However, due to missing school, she now needs

Cassiano and Alexandre

PARTY TIME
Some wonderful events, including parties and
visits from Father Christmas, took place for the
children at Casa Jimmy during the 2000/2001
festive season.These were organised by existing
and new volunteers; in particular Maiko, of
Ramatis, and his group of volunteers, who are
always ready to help Task Brasil.
Casa Jimmy was thrilled to receive the various
party organisers: Fatima, Eliana, Julio Cesar,
Cae and Marcia, Patricia, Ana Paula, Marisa,
Carla, members of Escola de Magistratura,
Grupo Barrashopping and Emilce and Giane
along with their friends. All brought great joy to
the children. We hope to see you again soon, the
children love all of you!
They brought presents for the children and an
urgently needed supply of nappies as well as
other essential items. Stocks will last
for at least another month.

It costs nearly £100,000 a year to run Task Brasil Trust projects. We very much
need your help to secure the future of all programs which we currently run
ALL DONATIONS ARE GRATEFULLY RECEIVED

www.thames-water.com
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On 16th December, Casa Jimmy hosted its
Xmas Party. Staff and their families joined Casa
Jimmy’s adolescents and children to celebrate
the festive season.

VOLUNTEERS & UK PLACEMENTS
IN BRAZIL
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Daiana’s aunt has already enrolled her in
schools this year and Ligia, to stimulate her to
carry on studying, took her out to buy her
school materials. Daiana was thrilled to be able
to choose things she liked. We hope she will be
a good student this year!

being constantly available to all at Casa Jimmy.
Rodrigues has also started a planting and
gardening workshop, the children are most
excited about the prospect of harvesting their
own vegetable.

Task Brasil has helped Daiana’s family with
house improvement and food supplies.

STREET APPROACH

TBT RIO WELCOMES TBT LONDON

Rosa and Dias Alexdodd

Task Brasil receives amazing support with the
Children’s activities from many local and
British volunteers.
UK volunteer, Julia Sauma, who is Brazilian
but educated in England, gave swimming
lessons at Casa Jimmy and joined in with taking
care of the children during her placement in
September 2000.
Tristan McCowan, a teacher in England, who
made excellent progress with the children last
year, returned in January to continue giving
music lessons and educational support to
children at Casa Jimmy as well as those
attending the Street Approach Project. Rosa
Dias, volunteer in the UK since 1994, has given
much needed extra lessons to the children
enabling them to catch up with their year group
at school and teaching computer basics to the
adolescents at Casa Jimmy.
In April 2001, Casa Jimmy will welcome UK
volunteer, Nina Baruch.Christine Stevenson, an
English professional based in Brazil, plans to
give English lessons every Saturday to the
children at Casa Jimmy.

DAIANA BACK IN SCHOOL
We are delighted that Daiana (13), whom
Project Daiana is named after, has frequently
returned to visit and stay at Casa Jimmy as well
as enjoyed most of the festive occasions of
recent months. She is a sweet and very mature
girl for her age. Unfortunately, last year, due to
family problems Daiana run away from home
for few days and stopped attending school.
Consequently she failed the 5th grade in 2000.

Lady Charlotte at the District Project

Trustee, Lady Charlotte Petsopoulos visited
Task Brasil projects once again and attended
events in Rio in benefit of the charity during
Nov 2000.
Trustee, Jimena Gomez-Paratcha was also in
Brazil visiting Casa Jimmy in January 2001 for
the occasion of Rock in Rio concert and to visit
the projects.
Trustee, Ligia da
Silva was able to
be in Brazil on a
number of
occasions. She
organised and
attended
fundraising events
and welcomed
visits from our
most important
donors and
supporters.
UK based Office Administrator and General
Assistant, Alex Todd, was delighted to be given
the opportunity, by British Airways, to visit
Casa Jimmy in January.

JOINING TBT’S TASK FORCE

Rodriguez teaching Tami how to plant

Daiana and Tina Yee

www.rolls-royce.com

Rodrigues has worked for Task Brasil since
1998. Casa Jimmy now welcomes him as livein caretaker of the house.He is a multi-skilled
and an invaluable employee who never tires of

Outreach Worker, Rosane, continues to run the
Street Approach programme on a daily
basis.She has become a familiar and trusted
face to children living on the streets and is
always ready to assist with any immediate need,
be it medical or legal.
Daiana Marta is an example of how the children
involved in the programme have been helped.
Daiana was found pregnant and living on the
streets.Her husband was taken in to prison for
drug taking and theft.With no one to help her
Daiana was forced to steal in order to
survive.The Street Approach project found
Daiana and talked through her problems; as a
result outreach workers made contact with her
brother-in-law and his family.After many
conversations with her mother-in-law it was
agreed that Daiana would live in a room in the
house with her baby. In later months, Task
Brasil returned to review the situation with the
family. A separate small house was built at the
end of the garden for Daiana and her baby to
live in. Daiana was enrolled in a handicraft
course and has learnt to make dolls and rugs in
order to make an independent living.
In recent months
British volunteer,
Tristan McCowan
has assisted with the
Street
Approach
project and his
excellent
music
teaching skills have
enabled him to reach
out to many teenage
street children. In
February, musician,
Gui Tavares will be
joining the project to
Fericio and Tristan
teach and rehearse
for a music performance in April or May 2001.

JEWELLERY WORKSHOP
Casa Jimmy's teenage pregnant girls and
mothers enjoy craft workshops given by
educator Cristina. The girls benefit directly

It costs nearly £100,000 a year to run Task Brasil Trust projects. We very much
need your help to secure the future of all programs which we currently run
ALL DONATIONS ARE GRATEFULLY RECEIVED

www.gkn-whl.co.uk
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from the proceeds of the sale of jewellery either
locally or at fundraising events. The workshop
teaches the girls how to manage money and
finances to their best advantage; it helps them
learn to work together, improves their social
skills and builds up their self-esteem.

News from the UK
TASK BRASIL IN THE USA
Last year, BA Runners, British Airways staff
who volunteer to help children around the
world, chose Task Brasil as the project to be
filmed by Tina Yee of Oxygen Cable and
Internet TV/USA (www.oxygen.com). The
documentary of the BA Runners work will be
shown throughout the US and possibly on BA
in-flight videos. Whilst at Casa Jimmy, Oxygen
decided to produce another documentary on
Task Brasil’s work and projects.
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a grant from BA’s charity fund. We are thrilled
and very grateful that he managed to secure the
top donation for Task Brasil.
Remo has been a great asset to Task Brasil. He
has been extremely dedicated in helping
children’s charities around the world, especially
in Brazil. Remo will run the London Marathon
2001 for TBT along with Beth Harris who is
also a BA Runner.We would like to wish both
of you the best of luck.
• £2000 - British Airways Passion Wave. Dozen’s
of charities benefited from an innovative British
Airways customer service initiative. Passengers
who travelled on 13th November 2000 were
given passion heart stickers to award company
staff. For every heart awarded the airline agreed
to make a financial donation to a series of local
charities that were nominated by staff, one of
which is Task Brasil Trust.
Trustee, Lady Charlotte Petsopoulos received
the cheque for £2,000 from British Airways on
February 14th 2001.
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indefatigable self, always ready to help and
guide TBT with the advancement of
projects.Without Capt. Turner, many things
would not have been achieved: the transporting
of donated toys, clothes and equipment for the
street children on British Naval ships to Rio;
introduction to donors and sponsors in Brazil,
including co-hosting the fundraising cocktail
party in Brazil; and finally organising British
navy crews to assist with on going decorating
and maintenance work to Casa Jimmy and its
grounds.

HMS LEEDS CASTLE
GOES TO RIO AND ONE
OF ITS CREW WILL RUN
THE LONDON MARATHON
In February, Lt. P. I. Barnes of HMS Leeds
Castle kindly offered to ship donations of
urgently needed equipment such as; computers,
clothing, bedding and educational toys to Task
Brasil’s projects in Rio. BA Runners kindly
supplied many of the needed stuff.
We are delighted that Mathew McLatchie of
HMS Leeds Castle will run the London
Marathon for Task Brasil. Good Luck Mathew!

FUNDRAISING EVENTS
Over 5 days BA Runners were interviewed for
filming.Sharon, one of the BA Runners, is the
star of the BA’s documentary. Her story
highlights the aid that BA gives to Task Brasil
and other 5 projects in Rio.
The filming of TBT’s documentary included
Ligia, Task Brasil’s team, the children and a
visit to Fabricio’s family home in Anchieta,
Rio's suburbs.Fabricio, who previously stayed
at Casa Jimmy, proves that with the right
attention and help from Casa Jimmy children
who have been found living on the streets can
be returned to their family. To end the BA visit,
Casa Jimmy was thrilled to host a fantastic
children's party for five other local institutions
who are supported by BA Runners in Brazil.

BA RUNNERS AMAZING HELP AND
SUPPORT

BA Runners carry on with their great work with
children living at Casa Jimmy and 5 other
shelters in Brazil, giving them lots of love and
attention. The Uk coordinators, Julie Shorter
and Sarah Monger, accompanied the Runners
trip in November. They showed immense care
for all the children and organised a Funday
party for 100 children from the projects.

USA REGISTRATION
Our patron, Mary Countess of Bessborough has
kindly donated $2,000 towards the costs of
registering Task Brasil Trust as a non-profit
corporation in the US.This means US taxpayers will be more encouraged to donate as
their donations can be written off against their
tax bills.

CAPTAIN ROGER TURNER
On visiting Casa Jimmy, Geoff Want, General
Manager Operations Control for British
Airways, pledged his support with a donation
of £1,000 towards Task Brasil Trust’s
educational projects. British Airways also
provides 5 free return flights a year for Task
Brasil’s to Brazil.In addition, BA has raised
£9,000 for Task Brasil as follows:
• £7,000 – last year; Remo Grasso who is the
co-ordinator for BA Runners Brazil, applied for

www./varigbrasil.com/english

• EXPOSICAO:EXHIBITION
Throughout December, works kindly donated
by seventeen contemporary Brazilian and
British artists enlivened the walls of Soho’s
Café Latino. The Exposicao:Exhibition
brought together a range of paintings,
photographs and installations to raise money
for Task Brasil Trust.

The rich diversity of exhibits gave an insight
into both British and Brazilian culture,
including photographs of Brazil's children by
Suzette Freeman; an installation inspired by the
Andean Nazca lines by Anna Gray; contrasted
by Cat on Cornish Beach by Royal
Academician Mary Fedden, to name a few.
The Private View Party to celebrate Exposicao:
Exhibition was a huge success with buyers
bidding up to £420 for the figurative work of
painter, Mark Pearson. The sale of work
together with donations raised over £1,900.
Sponsored by Exotica knickers
(www.exotica.co.uk)

Whilst in Rio, Ligia and Charlotte met British
Naval Attaché, Captain Roger Turner, on
various occasions. He was his usual

It costs nearly £100,000 a year to run Task Brasil Trust projects. We very much
need your help to secure the future of all programs which we currently run
ALL DONATIONS ARE GRATEFULLY RECEIVED
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• MUQUECA XMAS PARTY 2000
A chilly December evening was warmed by
a marvellous concoction of Anglo-Brazilian
Christmas celebrations at Muqueca's
monthly club venue, Madame Jo Jo's.The
evening provided an endless array of food,
entertainment and raffle prizes.
Guests enjoyed authentic Brazilian cuisine
from Brazilian Touch Café and genuine
Baiana, Gilzete in traditional Candomble
dress.Capoeira Amazonas gave an expert
demonstration of the Afro-Brazilian martial
art. A samba workshop from world-class
dance teacher, Kerry Ribchester was
followed by a glamorous routine from
professional dancer Rosana . We were
honoured to receive a superb performance
from DA-LATA, one of the UK’s most up
and coming Anglo-Brazilian bands. The
musical energy created by the group inspired
a spectacular spontaneous Roda from
Capoeira Amazonas. Dancing continued
with Brazilian tracks from famed Latin DJ,
Patrick Forge of Kiss FM and resident
Muqueca DJ Bobbi Pox.
The raffle of prizes, all
of which were donated,
sold incredibly well.
Paulo Capistrano won
the dream prize of a
return trip to Rio,
kindly given by Varig
airlines. Other prizes
included a flying lesson
with British Airways, a
return P&O Ferries Dover-Calais ferrycrossing, a meal for two at Rodizio Rico and
a full beauty treatment with Hair Brazil. The
evening raised nearly £1,800.
• MUQUECA!
Due to the tremendous success of the club
night in aid of TBT, organised by volunteer,
Daniel Radclyffe, MUQUECA! will
continue to take place on the first Tuesday of
every month at Madame Jo Jo’s in 2001.So
far MUQUECA!has raised over £1,500
(excluding the Christmas Party.) There are
plans to make it a fortnightly occasion later
in the year.
• WONDERFUL WARDROBE AT THE
EXCHANGE BELGRAVIA
The UK office was delighted to receive a
donation of an entire wardrobe of secondhand women’s designer clothes.Though not
so suitable for the girls of Casa Jimmy the
clothes have now found a home at designer
dress agency, The Exchange Belgravia, a
fundraising wing of the National Kidney
Research Fund that is kindly selling the
clothes on behalf of Task Brasil Trust.So far
over £750 has been made.
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APPEAL & SPECIAL DONOR THANKS
(Sep-Jan 2001)
We would like to express our enormous thanks
to all the companies and individuals who have
supported us. Unfortunately there is not enough
space to mention everyone but please be
assured that, whatever size your donation or the
help you gave may be, it is thanks to all of you
that Casa Jimmy is housing all those smiling
faces!
• The MAURICE & HILDA LAING
CHARITABLE TRUST donated £5000.
• CHRISTMAS APPEAL raised £600.
• ROYAL ALBERT HALL AND
BARBICAN APPEALS
Through our letters of appeal sent to those
who attended "Since Samba has been
Samba" at the Royal Albert Hall and friends
of the Barbican£1,600 has been donated and
we have a number of new child sponsors.
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VOLUNTEERS
Thank you to our wonderful team of UK
volunteers, especially: Daniel & Simone
Radclyffe, Carlos & Alice Almeida, Anna Gray,
David Martin, Ian Thompson, Anne Todd,
Sophie Keith, Jacqui Sterry, Marianne Anglaret
and Giacomo Picca.

FORTHCOMING FUNDRASING EVENTS
• LONDON MARATHON 2001
22nd April.So far we have 11 runners and we
still have some Golden Bond places left.If
you think you can run for Task Brasil please
contact us before the 28th February.
We wish Mathew McLatchie, Remo Grasso,
Cristiane Mayrink, John Day, Alan Murphy,
Malcolm Fry, Beth Hares, Garth Williams,
John Graham, Mwabu Ugoala and Steven
Derbyshire very good luck and thank you so
much for choosing Task Brasil Trust.
•MUQUECA!
The first and third Wednesday of every month
at Madame Jo Jo’s, 8-10 Brewer St, W1,
10pm-3am, £5 (£4 concessions)

• LONDON INTERNATIONAL
TELEVISION:
Last year the company and employees of LIT
donated an incredible £4,851 to Task Brasil
Trust. This is due to the remarkable work of
Silvia Costa who has produced a short and
amazing documentary to publicise Task
Brasil’s projects.
• GILL KENNY of Sky Television kindly
donated copies of the Task Brasil Trust video
and is also raising money by running a ½
Marathon. Good Luck Gill!
More help from:
£1,000, Double O’ Charity; £1,000, Child Hope
Foundation; £500, Phil Collins LTD; £655,
Legacy of Joan Croach; £504, Peterborough
District Hospital Social Club Charity Evening;
£970, St. John’s Church Charity Sunday
Collection; £500, Gilbert Pugh; £433, The
Adult Community College, Essex; £300,
Callund Consulting Charitable Christmas
Cards; £300, Coffee morning organised by
Audrey Medlicott; Rosangela Lenton, a
birthday party to raise £375.
We are overjoyed with the fundraising
initiatives, which have been taken place. Please
do call us if you would like to organise a
fundraising event and/or would like to receive
Task Brasil Trust publicity material.

•CARNIVAL
2001
Friday 23rd
Feb 9.30pm4am
Shepherds
Bush Empire
For the tenth
year running, a
celebration of Brazilian carnival with the
best Brazilian bands in the UK:Grupo Folia
led by Bosco de Oliviera, drums of the
Batucada 2001, Made in Brazil band, Beija
flor dance group, DJ Ze Indio and Julinio.
There will be a Raffle (the prize is a ticket to
Brazil) and a fancy dress competition with
Cash prizes.
The cost of the ticket is £10, call 0207 394
1177 and £5 will be donated to Task Brasil
• TBT ROCK CONCERT
The possibility of two fundraising rock
concerts is in the pipeline, the very special
guests are to be announced at a later date.
WATCH THIS SPACE.

500 SPONSORS APPEAL
Since the 500-year anniversary of Europe’s
encounter with Brazil in 2000, we have made it
our aim to find 500 European Sponsors. We
desperately need to guarantee regular donations
in order to secure the help given to all the
children, adolescents and babies in Task Brasil’s

It costs nearly £100,000 a year to run Task Brasil Trust projects. We very much
need your help to secure the future of all programs which we currently run
ALL DONATIONS ARE GRATEFULLY RECEIVED
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TASK FORCE
PATRON - Mary, Countess of Bessborough
TRUSTEES - Ligia Ferreira da Silva; Lady Charlotte
Petsopoulos; Jimena Page
FOUNDERS IN THE UK - Kim Massey; Ligia Ferreira
da Silva; Dr. Monica pereira dos Santos; Norma Hudson
TREASURER - Marvin Alkin
SOCIAL WORKER - Geoff Warr
ADMINISTRATION - Alexandra Todd
FINANCIAL ADVISOR - Paul Sutcliffe
SOLICITOR - Duncan Innes/Marriott Harison
MEDIA/WEB DESIGN - Dijit

care. For this reason the on-going commitment
to Sponsor a Child, no matter how large or
small the donation, is enormously appreciated.
By becoming a Sponsor of Task Brasil you will
receive reports on your child’s progress, which
illustrates how every donation you make is
helping to improve the life of a child who was
once left to survive on the streets of
Brazil.Current sponsors have sent letters and
presents to the children, giving them the
reassurance that they are cared for across the
world.
Please find enclosed with this newsletter a form
to fill in, which will enable you to become a
personal friend of those at Casa Jimmy.
Any donation you can make is greatly
appreciated.We hope you will choose to
support Task Brasil Trust if you are not yet part

IN BRAZIL
LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE - Dr. Tania F. Gregorio
PROJECT DAIANA CO-ORDINATOR Marcia Teixeira Campos
SOCIAL WORKER - Sonia Maria Barbosa dos Santos
PARTNERSHIP - Secretaria Municipal Desenvolvimento;
Social do Rio de Janeiro - SMDS
ACCOUNTANT - GHN, Sao Paulo
LEGAL ADVISOR - Dr. Wagner Freitas
EDUCATIONAL PROJECT - Lenice Mancini
TRANSLATOR/ FUNDRAISING - Berenice B. Malta;
Lene Maria Alves de Paiva
BANKERS
Banco do Brasil/UK and
Brazil
Barclays Bank/UK
Merill Lynch/ USA

SOME OF TBT’S MOST VALUABLE AND
LONG TERM SUPPORTERS
Banking facilities:
www1.bancodobrasil.com.br/eng/

Paper supply: Dixon & Roe Papers
www.bunzlfinepaper.co.uk

of our team.

London Marathon Sponsorship:
www.journeylatinamerican.co.uk

Artwork
www.keenes.co.uk
Legal Adviser:
MARRIOTT HARRISON Solicitors
www.marriottharrison.co.uk
Prizes:
www.pocruises.com
Prizes:
www.where-to eat.co.uk/reviews/reviews.htm

Transport, donations & support
www.royal-navy.mod.uk

Event’s fundraising & DJ:
Saci Cultura www.ocarnival.co.uk
Office premises:
Southwark Council www.litmus1.demon.co.uk

Flights, BA-Runners & donations
www.britishairways.co.uk

Prizes and placement flights sponsorship:
www.varigbrasil.com

Regular donations:
//atschool.eduweb.co.uk/hope

Brazilian band
www.viramundo.com

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
Task Brasil's present work in Rio de Janeiro
requires further expansion to meet the needs of
the street children and adolescents. In the future
we hope to raise funds to care for 10 extra
babies at Casa Jimmy, provide a separate hostel
for pregnant girls and adolescents and run an
overnight shelter and Day-centre for children
still living in the streets.
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Courier Services:
www.dhl.com

Best insurance deals
www.willis.com

Photocopying Technical Support:
Eurocopy - www.eoe.plc.co.uk
Accounts in Brazil:
Servicos Contabeis www.ghn.com.br
Internet services and Design:
Creative, Production, New Media www.dijit.net

It costs nearly £100,000 a year to run Task Brasil Trust projects. We very much
need your help to secure the future of all programs which we currently run
ALL DONATIONS ARE GRATEFULLY RECEIVED

